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PT Korindo had been existed in Indonesia since 1970s, their main business
in the beginning periods operated in Indonesia was as the holder of
concession of Hak Pengusahaan Hutan (HPH) Forest Business Right and
recorded as one of the biggest concession holder of HPH - number four -
in Indonesia in Central Kalimantan Province, PT Korindo started to clear
a way its business in 1976 by founding PT Korindo Lamandau Timber. Asa way its business in 1976 by founding PT Korindo Lamandau Timber. As
the industrial development of other HPHs in Indonesia, since the last
1980s, PT Korindo also started to experience the production decrease
because the log in their concession forest started to less. In 1998, PT
Korindo got the agreement to build the Industrial Plant Forest with the
name of PT ASPEX PAPER, and in September 1998 it was found PT
Korintiga Hutani, since December 2000 changed its name to become PT
Korintiga Hutani.

In Kalimantan Indonesia, Korindo have implemented large scale timber
estate projects in productive forest area of approximately 110,000 ha
(estimated net planting area is 75,000 ha) and in Asiki, Merauke District
of Irian Jaya, they developing oil palm plantation of 17,000 ha. In
addition, they are also planning to invest in a pulp and paper projects
with raw material coming from our own industrial timber plantation.



KORINDO Group, produce paper that is a medium for cultural advance. a 
paper production factory that can produce 420,000 tons with 3DIP, and 3 
Paper Machines annually representing the largest newsprint manufacturer in 
Southeast Asia. The major products include newsprint, telephone directory 
paper, and groundwood paper. Korindo proceed with our ongoing project 
to plant trees in the area encompassing 100,000ha and we have a plan to 
produce 270,000 tons of lightweight coated paper by 2006. 

PREDICTION (Calculation) OF LOG NEED FOR PULP MILL KORINDO 

For the need of 1 ton Pulp, it is necessary of 4.65 m3 of log. With the 
production capacity of 250 thousand m3 / year, the log need is as follows: 
250,000 x 4,65 m3 = 1,162,500 m3 log. with the assumption of fiber loss 
between volume consumed and that until the factory of 10%, so it gets the between volume consumed and that until the factory of 10%, so it gets the 
calculation of the need of raw material based on the volume consumed for 
1 year of: 1,162,500 m3 / 0.9 = 1,291,666.67 standing volume consumed per 
year 

Even if all area are planted with acacia of 11 years ago and are in the good 
condition, only capable to be sufficient of the log need for the pulp industry 
for 4.7 years with the capacity of fully consumed or for 7.5 years with the 
production capacity of 70% Volume 1 ha HTI (the age of acacia of 11 years): 
117 m³ 



Based on the assessment conducted it is obtained various good information in 
form of interview result and those coming from the table data, show that as 

one of four holders of biggest HPH in Indonesia, PT Korindo contributes 

toward the forest degradation and deforestation which occur mainly in 

Central Kalimantan, this can be seen from the more decreasing log 

production from HPH of PT Korindo. 

Based on the meeting result with the people of Kelurahan Mendawai expressed 
that, the contribution of PT Korindo to the community around the log industry 

was very insufficient, because just in 2008 PT Korindo paid attention to the 

need of clean water of the community, that was after the Community of need of clean water of the community, that was after the Community of 

Kelurahan Mendawai which was supported by the Village Head pushed PT 

Korindo to provide the clean water facility to the people, because the 

harder of the community got clean water. 

The existence of PT Korindo was related with several illegal loging cases in 2002. 
One of log supplier for plywood industry of PT Korindo was PT Tanjung Lingga

which was involving in the log illegal logging action in Central Kalimantan, to 

be exact in West Kotawaringin District, even it seemed to plunder the 

National Park area in Tanjung Puting. 



The agrarian conflict which had occurred since 2003 until now has not finished 
yet, and based on the assessment result, the conflict potential would occur 
in the coastal area with the fishermen in Kumai. This caused the existence of 
special port and also the project site of the pulp industry of PT Korindo which 
would inflict the financial loss to the fishermen. Corridor along hundred 
kilometers which was built by PT Korintiga Hutani as the line to support the 
distribution of raw material for the pulp industry of PT Korindo also had the 
conflict potential with several companies of oil palm estates which blew to 
drag the community around the land conflict area among the companies. drag the community around the land conflict area among the companies. 
Likewise, the coal mine which would become the material for the energy 
supply for the companies. 

PT Korindo got the special attention from the government of Indonesia, this was 
seen from the facility which would be obtained from the company and also 
the support from the Minister of Forestry, MS Ka’ban, and the government of 
South Korea alone through the visit of the Minister of Forestry of South Korea 
to Manthobi Raya Sub-district some times ago. The support from the local 
government (district) toward the company was quite big, even the 
government did not make a problem of the company’s amdal which had 
not been made yet, both the amdal of its pulp industry and the amdal of its 
special port. 



SIBERUT ISLAND MENTAWAI ARCHIPELAGO SIBERUT ISLAND MENTAWAI ARCHIPELAGO 
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Siberut Island, with the area of 4,030 km², is the biggest island forming Mentawai
Archipelago (Siberut,Sipora, Pagai Utara, and Pagai Selatan). This island is in

the west of Sumatra coast and enters the area of West Sumatra Province.

Siberut is in 0°80’—2°00’ South Latitude and 98°60’—99°40’ East Longitude.
The distance between Siberut with Sumatra is 150 Km. Eastern coast of the

island faces Sumatra and a bit going down headed to Mentawai straits.

Figure No 1. Transect of Siberut IslandFigure No 1. Transect of Siberut Island
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� G. East coast



Climate in Siberut is in kind of wet tropical which is characterized by the 
height of rainfall, the high humidity (82-86%), the sunshine which is 
plentiful, without any dry season at all, the change of seasonal 
temperature which is low and the rain distribution which patterns of 
bi-capital. Daily temperature turns between 20o to 32oC. The wind 
speed is 24-34 km per second and the number of annual sunshine is 
of 1,290 hours per year. The average rainfall recorded in the 
research station in the east coast area is 3,250 mm and the research 
station near the forest shows the figure of 3,364 mm.

Siberut Island had been separated from the mainland at least 500,000 
years ago. The separation process from the mainland of Sumatra 
gave a ‘splendid isolation’ in its evolution process. From the view gave a ‘splendid isolation’ in its evolution process. From the view 
point of bio-geography, the isolation with the limited influence from 
the mainland caused flora and fauna in Siberut island had been 
evoluted and co-evoluted separately from the occurence of 
evolution in the mainland of Sunda Besar (Sundaland). The isolation 
process and no colonization of flora and fauna from Sumatra, push 
the forming of high endemic level with the uniqueness of ecology. 

Since 15 December 1981 UNESCO and the government of Indonesia 
under the program of Man And Biosphere (MAB) set Siberut as 
Biosphere Reserve and in 1993, half of the island was nominated to 
become the National Park entailing of 190,300. 



INITIATIVE PULP & PAPER SIBERUT INITIATIVE PULP & PAPER SIBERUT 

Initiative of development of industrial forest plant (HTI) in Siberut was on the 
government policy which in the case of Department of Forestry through the 
Decree of Minister of Forestry No P.19/Menhut-II/2007 dated 28 May 2007. This 
policy then became the guidelines on the way of permit giving and the 
expansion of working area of the wood/log yield use business of HTI in the 
plant forest in the production forest. Moorin Paper Co. which came from 
South Korea was the company which seriously prepared the industry of HTI in 
Siberut. 

Production Plant Forest of Moorin Paper Co. with the evaluation base of land and 
area feasibility which was prospective would be planted with Acacia area feasibility which was prospective would be planted with Acacia 
Mangium. While the land area which was suitable (land availability) based 
on the classification of forest function and land use which was prospective 
for HTI Moorin Paper Co. was estimated of; 

1. 33,280 Ha which was coming from the production forest area (HP) 

2. 25,800 Ha which was coming from the conversion production forest area 
(HPK) 

3. 2,260 Ha which was coming from other use area (APL) 

The base capacity from the stand for log/wood potential in the potential area 
was estimated with the calculation base on the stand of 20 cm to 129.60 
m³/Ha. So the volume of log/wood per hectare was estimated to be 24.72 
m³/Ha as the source of raw material for the early base. 



Until the moment, Until the moment, MoorinMoorin Paper Co. never applied the document of AMDAL Paper Co. never applied the document of AMDAL as one of the as one of the 
obligatory document in the permit phase of IUPHHKHT, but in the framework of IUPHHKHT obligatory document in the permit phase of IUPHHKHT, but in the framework of IUPHHKHT 
MoorinMoorin Paper Co. had resulted a feasibility study document with the name of the Orientation Paper Co. had resulted a feasibility study document with the name of the Orientation 
SurfeySurfey For Timber Estate Establishment of For Timber Estate Establishment of MoorinMoorin Paper in South Paper in South SiberutSiberut, this document had , this document had 
been delivered to the Department of Forestry and the Regional Government of West Sumatra been delivered to the Department of Forestry and the Regional Government of West Sumatra 
Province which was the process phase in the industrial permit submission of HTI in Province which was the process phase in the industrial permit submission of HTI in SiberutSiberut. . 



CONFLICT POTENTIAL IN SIBERUT MENTAWAICONFLICT POTENTIAL IN SIBERUT MENTAWAI

� Social 

Siberut has been known by the entrepreneur circle as one of qualified 

log/wood barn in West Coast of Sumatra and the forest exploitation in 

Mentawai or Siberut Island specially has been started since 1970, so many 

samples of social conflict which could become the learning. But here we 

only would take some samples of conflict which involved between company 

with community or with the conservation area, where the conflict sample 

under was the assumption of conflict which was occurred when HTI of Moorin

Paper Co. operated; Paper Co. operated; 

� Policy 

The Allocation Plan of Space Use of Mentawai Archipelago District in 2011 

shows that the area having the most important function for the protection of 

germ plasm and maintaining the function of hydro-orology i.e. Tourism 

Wildlife Reserve forest and Protected Forest which are still maintained its area. 

The Production Forest lessens, while the Production Forest which can be 

converted has remained its area. Not explained whether the plan of the 

expansion of people plantation and big plantation which cause the 

lessening of the Production Forest area or the Production Forest area is 

lessening to be converted to add the area of settlement region. 



� NATIONAL PARK OF SIBERUT, BIOSPHERE RESERVE OF SIBERUT ISLAND  

National Park of Siberut (TNS) of 190,500 ha was determined through the 
Decree of Minister of Forestry No 1082/Kpts-VI/92 dated 21 November 1992. In 
1982, the entire Siberut Island was determined by UNESCO as Cagar Biosfer
with the core of National Park of Siberut. The determination was started by 
the proposal from LIPI to UNESCO on the date of 9 March 1981. 

� SIBERUT ISLAND AS THE SOURCE OF NTFP (Non Timber Forest Product) 

Likewise with Siberut Island. CI Study in 2002 showed that NTFP in Siberut
Island was far more producing compared to wood/log. In 2004, DAK DR from 
IUPHHK in Mentawai Archipelago amounted to Rp 11 billion, while NTFP from 
Siberut Island at least amounted to Rp 30 billion from the agricultural 
produce like clove, copra and so on. It was not more than if the income from 
the environment service or tourist from foreign countries’ visit. the environment service or tourist from foreign countries’ visit. 

� Ecology  and Biodiversity

There were 3 types of endemic primate of Mentawai Archipelago in Siberut
and one endemic primate in Siberut had status to be threatened to be 
extinct (IUCN 2004; albeit Macaca siberu had not been threatened status 
but it could be guaranteed the status which was very threatened). The three 
of the primate (Joja, Bilou and Simakobu). There was one type of endemic 
bird i.e. Owl Mentawai Otus mentawi, and also 12 types of endemic bird at 
the level of sub-species in Siberut Island. Nevertheless there were two kinds of 
amphibian (frog) having status of threatened to be extinct (IUCN 2004) 
Dotted Grainy Frog Kalophrynus punctatus and Malayan Wart Frog 
Limnonectes macrodon.  
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